In this chapter, we presented a method to define individual profiles in order to develop a new personalized robot-based social interaction for individual with autistic spectrum disorder (ASD) with the hypothesis that hyporeactivity to visual motion and an overreliance on proprioceptive information would be linked to difficulties in integrating social cues and in engaging in successful interactions. We succeed to form three groups among our 19 participants (children, teenagers, and adults with ASD), describing each participant's response to visual and proprioceptive inputs. We conducted a first experiment to present the robot Nao as a social companion and to avoid fear or stress toward the robot in future experiment. No direct link between the behavior of the participants toward the robot and their proprioceptive and visual profiles was observed. Still, we found encouraging results going in the direction of our hypothesis. In addition, almost all of our participants showed great interest to Nao. Defining such individual profiles prior to social interactions with a robot could provide promising strategies for designing successful and adapted human-robot interaction (HRI) for individuals with ASD.
Introduction
Autism spectrum disorders (ASDs) are characterized by deficits in communication and social skills and the presence of restricted and repetitive patterns of behaviors, interests, or activities, as described in the DSM-V [1] . The ASD literature describes widely the impairments in communication, interaction, emotion recognition, joint attention, and imitation [2] . Children with ASD show a great affinity for robots, computers, and mechanical components [3] . In the field of socially assistive robotics (SAR), robots are used as tools in socialization therapies for children with ASD in order to enhance social engagement, imitation, and joint attention skills [4] [5] [6] [7] .
In Ref. [8] , the authors suggest that individuals with ASD show an overreliance on proprioceptive information. Proprioception can be defined as the sense of an individual of the relative position of body segment (i.e., joint position sense) and the strength of efforts to produce movements. This sense is derived from complex somatosensory signals provided to the brain by different sensors in the body: multiple muscles [9] [10] [11] , joints [12] , and skin receptors [13] . Individuals with ASD show normal to exacerbated integration of proprioceptive cues compared to typically developed (TD) individuals [14] . TD individuals have been repeatedly shown to rely more heavily on vision in various perceptivo-cognitive and sensorimotor tasks, followed by a progressive age-related decline of visual dependency [15, 16] . Proprioceptive integration in ASD is studied so as to better understand how the contribution of these cues influences interactive and social capacities. In Ref. [8] , the authors observed the link between the proprioception and social and imitation skills in children with ASD. Results showed that more the children had a high reliance on proprioception cues, the more they exhibited impairments in social functions and imitation.
Moreover, children with ASD show impaired visual processing skills that would lead to difficulties in managing social interactions [17] . Indeed, vision is an important component in communication and social skills. In individuals with ASD, the visual processing impairment may lead to unusual eye contact, difficulty in following the gaze of others or supporting joint attention, and difficulty in interpreting facial and bodily expressions of emotions [17] . In addition, visual field-dependent individuals are considered to show more social skills than visual field-independent individuals [18, 19] .
Our project aim is to develop a new personalized human-robot interaction model for individuals with ASD. This would come as a complement to standard therapy. We based our work on the interindividual sensory differences between individuals with ASD. Indeed, there are strong interindividual differences in ASD [1] , and adapted interaction is a need in ASD therapies. We built our work on the hypothesis that an individual's own integration of proprioceptive and visual cues will affect the way he/she interacts with a humanoid robot [8, [18] [19] [20] . We hypothesize that a hyporeactivity to visual motion and an overreliance on proprioceptive information are linked in individuals with ASD to their difficulties in integrating social cues and engaging in successful interactions (H1). The chapter is structured as follow: Section 2 presents the related work in the atypical integration of cues in ASD and SAR for individuals with ASD; Section 3 presents the participants of our study; Section 4 presents our method to define participants' perceptivo-cognitive and sensorimotor profile with respect to the integration of visual inputs; Section 5 describes the first interaction between the robot Nao and our participants; finally, Section 6 concludes our work.
Related work

Atypical integration of proprioceptive and visual integration of cues in ASD
Motor, sensory, and visual processing impairments are present in autism and were taken into account recently with the publication of the DSM-V [1, 14, 17] . However, these deficits have an influence on the quality of life of individuals suffering from ASD and on their social development. In Ref. [21] , the authors showed that children with motor impairments are more likely to have solitary play and less interaction with peers in comparison with TD children. They do not explore their physical and social environment, which leads to social and emotional difficulties. Visual deficiencies are known to lead to difficulties in social behaviors and have been widely documented in the literature.
An overreliance on proprioceptive information in ASD is suggested [8, 14, [22] [23] [24] [25] . Individuals with autism show normal to exacerbated integration of proprioceptive cues compared to TD individuals [14] . More specifically, in Refs. [22] and [23] , the authors observed abnormal postural behavior in autism. They found that individuals with ASD show less age-related postural behaviors and are less stable than TD individuals. Results in Ref. [22] suggest that postural hyporeactivity to visual information is present in the tested individuals with autism (individuals suffering from ASD with IQs comparable to those of TD individuals). Furthermore, Gepner et al. [24] pointed out that individuals with ASD show very poor postural response to visual motion and have movement perception impairments. This result was also observed in Ref. [25] . Proprioceptive integration in ASD has been studied to better understand how the contribution of these cues influences interactive and social capacities. In Ref. [8] , the authors observed a stronger than normal association between self-generated motor commands and proprioceptive feedback in the autistic brain. This would confirm that individuals with ASD have an overreliance on proprioceptive cues. Furthermore, they observed that the more the children with ASD rely on proprioception, the more they exhibit impairments in social function and imitation.
Robots in ASD therapy
Over the past decade, SAR has been a growing research area, with a great interest for therapy for individuals with ASD. Indeed, robots have been shown to be appealing, attracting, and engaging for individuals with ASD. In addition to their mechanical system that is known to attract people with ASD [3, 5] , they propose simple, repetitive, and predictable behaviors, which can be reassuring for individuals with ASD. SAR focuses on different topics [26] : the design of adapted robots for individuals with ASD, the design of autonomous interaction between the children and the robots, and the evaluations of the therapy proposed for children with ASD.
Numerous studies relate the positive effects of robots on children with ASD. In Ref. [27] , the authors observed an increased collaborative behavior with a human partner after an intervention of dyadic interactions through play between children with ASD and a robot. In Ref. [5] , the authors observed that a robot was a successful social bridge with a human partner for children with ASD in triadic interactions. In therapy designed for children with autism [7] , the authors found that children with ASD engaged spontaneously in dyadic play with the robot Keepon. This study was also expanded to a triadic interaction between a robot, an adult, and a child. In Ref. [27] , the authors used the robot Probo as a social story telling agent for children with ASD. The authors observed that in specific situations, the social performance of children with ASD improves more significantly when it was the robot Probo telling the stories than when it was a human reader. In light of these encouraging findings, many challenges in SAR for individuals with ASD must be addressed. Because of small subject pools and/or short-term experiments, generalized results in the improved skills are often questionable [28] . In addition, there is a great variability in the human-robot interaction (HRI) setups that may influence the findings in SAR for individuals with ASD [29] . The new challenge of SAR will be to identify how to reduce the variability in HRI therapies for individuals with ASD. In particular, in Ref. [30] , the authors propose a new step in robotassisted therapy: robotic-assisted therapeutic scenarios should develop more substantial levels of autonomy, which would allow the robot to adapt to the individual needs of children over longer periods of time.
Participants
We conducted our research in collaboration with three care facilities for people suffering from ASD: IME MAIA (France) and IME Notre Ecole (France), associations for children and teenagers with ASD, and FAM La Lendemaine (France) a medical house for adults with ASD. Informed consent for participation was obtained from the parents or by the participants themselves when able. The experimental protocol was approved by the EA 4532 local university ethics committee.
Our subject pool is composed of 12 children and teenagers with ASD (11.7 ± 2.6 years old) and seven adults with ASD (26.8 ± 7.9 years old) from these three care facilities. There are 14 male and five female participants. For confidentiality reasons, we coded the participants' identities as follows: CH#, with # from 1 to 12 for children and teenagers and AD#, with # from 1 to 7 for adults. In Table 1 , we give a short description of each participant.
Defining proprioceptive and kinematic profiles
Methods
The first step of our work was to determine how to define participants' perceptivo-cognitive and sensorimotor profiles. We used two methodologies: (1) the perceptivo-cognitive adolescents/ adults sensory profiles (AASP) developed by Dunn and Brown [31] and (2) an experimental sensorimotor setup dedicated to assess the individual's reliance on visual over proprioceptive inputs to control postural balance while confronted to a moving virtual visual room.
The AASPs were completed by all participants. We selected this questionnaire because it has been successfully used in ASD [32] [33] [34] . As described in Ref. [35] , it enabled us to assess an individual's sensory processing preferences described in terms of the quadrants in Dunn's model of sensory processing [35] :
Nonverbal; West syndrome (uncommon to rare epileptic disorder [31] • Low registration: tendency to miss or take a long time to respond to stimuli.
• Sensation seeking: tendency to try to create additional stimuli or to look for environment that provides sensory stimuli.
• Sensory sensitivity: tendency to answer quickly to stimuli.
• Sensation avoiding: tendency to be overwhelmed or bothered by sensory stimuli and to be actively involved to reduce the stimuli in their environment.
As most of our participants do not have the cognitive level to fill themselves the questionnaire, it was filled with the help of their caregivers who know well their habits and response to everyday life sensory stimuli. In the instruction of the questionnaire, it is specified that the questions can be filled (1) by the person himself/herself; (2) with the help of a caregiver or parent; and (3) by a caregiver or parent. Indeed, this questionnaire targets also individuals with intellectual deficiencies. We asked the caregivers to fill the questionnaire as we had a direct contact with them and were able to inform them well about the conditions and forms of the questionnaire. We assessed movement, visual, touch, and auditory processing using 29 of the 60 items of the AASP. We eliminated the taste/smell processing and activity level and questions, which were not relevant for the purpose of our study or suitable for individual with invasive ASD's behavior. We designed a sensorimotor experimental setup to assess the sensory integration of each participant. The setup has been used in several studies [36, 37] . It evaluates (1) the effect of a moving virtual visual room on postural control and (2) one's capability to use proprioceptive information to reduce visual dependency [36, 37] . It has been shown that the integration of proprioceptive cues differs among individuals in unstable posture [38] [39] [40] . A visual-dependent individual integrates less proprioceptive cues than other individuals, and when they are exposed to visual motion in an unstable posture, their body sway follow the visual stimulus [41] .
To assess the visual dependence of our participants with ASD, they were asked to stand quietly in two postural conditions: (1) normal and (2) tandem Romberg (i.e., one foot in front of the other one), in front of a virtual room, static (SVR) or rolling (RVR) at 0.25 Hz with an inclination of ±10°. We chose a rolling frequency of 0.25 Hz: virtual room setups frequently use rolling frequency between 0.1 and 0.5 Hz [24, 25, 42] . It has been found that a frequency of 0.2 Hz produces the strongest, most synchronized body sway, and that frequencies above 0.5 Hz produce little body sway [43] .
They were asked to stand on a force platform in front of the virtual room, static or rolling in three conditions (see Figure 1 ):
• C1-stable position with SVR: the participant stands on the force platform, straight, feet separated by the length of the hips. The VR stays still. The recording lasts 30 seconds.
• C2-stable position with RVR: the participant stands on the force platform, straight with feet separated by the length of the hips. The VR has a sinusoidal movement. The recording lasts 50 seconds.
• C3-tandem Romberg position with RVR: the participant stands on the force platform, straight, one foot in front of the other one. The VR has a sinusoidal movement. The recording lasts 50 seconds.
The virtual room consisted of a 3D environment (see Figure 2 ) created with Blender, a free 3D rendering software. It was designed as a child bedroom and was decorated with child toys and furniture, as we aimed to create a friendly environment. We placed in the line of sight of the participants with ASD a toy plane in order to help them to focus on the task, and not to be distracted away: we instructed them to focus on this plane [24, 25] . The virtual room was projected to a white wall with a short focal projector in a dark room. For the adult group setup, the dimension of the projection was 2.4 m large × 1.8 m high and the participants stood at 1.3 m of the point of observation. For the children group setup, the dimension was 1.75 m large × 1.30 m high and the participants stood at 1 m. This permitted us to maintain the angular diameter around 31° in horizontal and 41° in vertical in both setup. We investigated if the age of our participants had an influence on their center of pressure (CoP) behavior. Indeed, in TD individuals, children show more dramatic postural reactions to visual sway than adults [44] . However, as shown in Ref. [25] , children with ASD showed less response to visual stimulus in virtual room experiments in stable position than TD children.
We expect that:
(1) children participants will show more swaying than adults in stable position and without visual stimulus (C1);
(2) as we work in a population with ASD, the postural reaction to visual sway will not be influenced by age;
(3) the effect of the RVR should be maximum in the unstable postural condition (C3); and (4) the effect of (3) should not be larger in adults than in children.
Data analysis
We used an AMTI OR6-5-1000 force platform to record the displacement of the CoP of our participants. The sampling frequency was of 1 KHz. To reduce noise, a Butterworth filter with a cut-off frequency of 10 Hz on the recorded data was used. The root mean square (RMS) of the displacement of the CoP in mediolateral directions was computed as an indicator of an individual's stability. Indeed, as described in Ref. [45] , the RMS provided the information about the variability of the CoP in space. The frequency power at 0.25 Hz (Fpo) of the CoP was computed to evaluate the postural response to the visual stimulus. The more an individual is coupled with the visual stimulus, the more the Fpo. We observed the CoP behavior in mediolateral direction as it is the direction of our visual stimulus. RMS and Fpo should be correlated if our participants with ASD follows the RVR movement:
(1) If the RMS and the Fpo are correlated, then we can expect these coupling capabilities with contextual cues promise higher social interaction capabilities.
(2) If the RMS and the Fpo are not correlated (no coupling), then one can conclude that the visual stimulus is integrated as noise, inducing disorientation and instability.
We performed repeated measures analysis on the RMS and the Fpo for the age groups (adults; children) and the conditions (C1; C2; C3). The significance threshold was set to p < 0.05. We used Statistica version 13 to perform the analyses.
Except for the clustering analysis, we excluded four participants (AD6, CH6, CH7, and CH12) of the statistical analysis, as they showed distress, nervousness, and/or agitation during the recording, resulting to dramatic changes in their CoP behavior during some recording.
Results
Displacements and root mean square (RMS)
As we expected, we found a significant main effect of the participants' age on their RMS (F (1; 13) = 6.92; p < 0.05) across all conditions. The mediolateral RMS of the adults was smaller (M = 0.84; SD = 0.57) than those of the children (M = 1.70; SD = 1.12), indicating that the children were globally more variable than the adults (see Figure 3) . The conditions (C1 vs. C2 vs. C3) did not impact the displacements of the CoP of the participants. The conditions × age interaction was not significant on the RMS.
Displacements and frequency power response at 0.25 Hz (Fpo)
As we expected, the main effect of conditions was significant on the Fpo (F (2; 26) = 13.11; p < 0.05). In condition C1 (M = 0.17; SD = 0.16), participants had the smallest Fpo, followed by condition C2 (M = 0.34; SD = 0.38) and condition C3 (M = 0.67; SD = 0.31) had the highest Fpo. This suggests that the participants' displacements of the CoP were coupled with the movement of the visual room when they were exposed to it, and that this coupling is maximized in the more difficult stance. In addition, the Fpo was positively correlated with the RMS in condition C3 (R = 0.73; p < 0.01), indicating that the larger displacement of the CoP are possibly coupled with the RVR (i.e., the visual stimulus). We found a significant main effect of the participants' age (F (1; 13) = 5.37; p < 0.05). The Fpo of adults was smaller (M = 0.29; SD = 0.33) than those of children (M = 0.46; SD = 0.36) across all conditions. This suggests a higher coupling between postural response to the RVR and the displacements of the CoP in children than in adults. However, the age × conditions interaction for the Fpo was not significant. In Figure 4 , we can observe that children's and adults' postural response to the visual stimulus is similar in condition C3, indicating that children with ASD do not respond in a higher way to visual cues in comparison with adults with ASD. The frequency of 0.25 Hz is present in natural swaying [43] and the RMS was higher in children than in adults. As the age × conditions interaction for the Fpo was not significant, we can assume that the higher Fpo on the whole experiment was induced by the greater variability of the displacements of the CoP of the children. This result suggests that our participants' postural behavior was not driven by age as we expected. We found that our participants' postural coupling to the virtual room was driven by the conditions (C1; C2; C3).
Grouping the participants
We performed a clustering analysis (dendrogram, Ward method) on the AASP items on movement and visual sensory preferences, the RMS, and the Fpo of all the 19 participants (12 children and seven adults with ASD) (see Table 2 to see the specific items selected). We sought to identify if the postural response to the visual stimulus and AASP scores were able to discriminate our participants, as we aimed to use theses profiles to propose personalized interactions with robots. The dendrogram gave us three groups, see Figure 5 : Fpo for conditions C1, C2, and C3 in mediolateral direction Table 2 . AASP items and CoP behavior selected for the dendrogram analysis.
Figure 5. Dendrogram analysis.
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• G1: 8 participants CH3; CH5; CH8; CH10; CH11; AD2; AD4; AD6.
• G2: 7 participants CH1; CH4; CH7; CH9; CH12; AD1; AD3.
• G3: 4 participants CH2; CH6; AD5; AD7. The RMS in all conditions for the three groups detected is shown in Figure 6 . Figure 7 shows Fpo in condition C3. In Figure 8 , the mean AASP score (movement sensory sensitivity (MSS), visual sensory sensitivity (VSS), and visual sensation avoiding (VSA)) for each group is illustrated. 
Autism -Paradigms, Recent Research and Clinical Applications
Repeated measures analysis was applied on the RMS and the Fpo for the groups (G1; G2; G3) and the conditions (C1; C2; C3). We found no main effect of the groups on the RMS and on the Fpo of the participants. However, we found significant interaction effect between groups over the conditions on the RMS (F (4; 24) = 3.55; p < 0.05), see Figure 6 . Participants from groups G1 and G2 showed great CoP variability in all conditions, unlike participants from group G3 that showed a greater CoP variability only in condition C3. Figure 6 also informs us that participants in group G1 had their RMS that decrease from C1 to C3, whereas participants in group G3 had their RMS that increased from C1 to C3. This indicates that participants from group G1 maximized the use of proprioception to reduce the effect of the visual stimulus in unstable position. Identically, we found significant interaction effect between the groups and the conditions on the Fpo (F (4; 24) = 9.79; p < 0.001), see Figure 7 . This indicates us that each group has a different postural response toward the visual stimulus. Figure 7 suggests that in condition C1, participants from groups G1 and G2 showed a higher coupling with the frequency of the visual stimulus than participants from group G3. As in this condition, the participants are not exposed to the RVR, this result shows the higher instability of these participant in comparison to participants from G3. The coupling with the rolling visual stimulus is similar in conditions C2 and C3 for participants from groups G1 and G2, indicating that the difficulty of postural task (stable or unstable) did not increase the strength of the coupling with the rolling virtual room: being in a stable or unstable posture did not affected them in their response to the visual stimulus. Participants from G3 showed a greater coupling to the visual stimulus in condition C3 than in other conditions, indicating that they responded more strongly to the visual stimulus in an unstable posture and thus they are more visual dependent (see Figure 7) . Furthermore, we also examined the correspondence between the scores of different items of the AASP and the data obtained from the CoP recording, listed in • High score in MSS (i.e., tendency to answer quickly to movement stimuli) was inversely correlated to Fpo in mediolateral direction for condition C3 (R = 0.53; p < 0.05), indicating that participants who showed by the AASP questionnaire to have a tendency to answer quickly to movement stimuli were less driven by the visual stimulus in unstable position.
• High score in VSS (i.e., tendency to answer quickly to visual stimuli) was positively correlated to mediolateral RMS for condition C3 (R = 0.61; p < 0.05). This suggests that participants who showed by the AASP questionnaire to have a tendency to answer quickly to visual stimuli were more unstable when exposed to the visual stimulus in unstable position.
• High score in VSA (i.e., tendency to be overwhelmed or bothered by visual sensory stimuli) was positively correlated to mediolateral RMS for condition C3 (R = 0.59; p < 0.05), indicating that participants who showed by the AASP questionnaire to have a tendency to be overwhelmed or bothered by visual stimuli were more unstable when exposed to the visual stimulus in unstable position.
Three of the selected items of the AASP showed to be correlated with the postural response variability to a visual stimulus in an unstable position (C3), confirming that these AASP items match with the behavioral response of the participants.
Conclusion
Thanks to this experiment, we succeeded to form three groups between our participants, describing each participant's response to visual and proprioceptive inputs:
• Group G1 (participants: CH3; CH5; CH8; CH10; CH11; AD2; AD4; AD6) includes participants with high scores in MSS, low scores in VSS, and low score in VSA. Participants showed strong visual independence to the RVR, suggesting an overreliance on proprioceptive cues and hyporeactivity to visual cues.
• Group G2 (participants: CH1; CH4; CH7; CH9; AD1; AD3) includes participants with high scores in MSS, low scores in VSS, and low score in VSA. Participants showed moderate reactivity to the RVR, suggesting that they rely evenly on visual and proprioceptive cues.
• Group G3 (participants: CH2; CH6; AD5; AD7) includes participants with low scores in MSS, high scores in VSS, and high score in VSA. Participants showed hypereactivity to the RVR, suggesting a hyporeactivity to proprioceptive cues and an overreliance on visual cues.
We found that overall children had greater variability of their CoP than adults which was expected (due to biomechanical, anthropometrical, sensory integration factors and maturation of these processes). The different conditions of posture and exposure to the visual stimulus (C1; C2; C3) did not impact the variability of the CoP of our participants. However, the participants' displacements of the CoP showed to be more coupled with the frequency of the visual stimulus in condition C3 than in conditions C1 and C2. We observed that the coupling to the frequency of the visual stimulus was higher in children than in adults on the whole experiment, but not inside the conditions. As the children were experiencing more variability to their CoP and as the frequency 0.25 Hz (i.e., the frequency of our visual stimulus) is present in natural swaying [43] , we posit that this higher coupling to this frequency on the whole experiment by the children was induced by the greater variability of the displacements of their CoP. This result suggests that our participants' postural behavior was not driven by age as we expected.
In TD individuals, children show more dramatic postural reaction to visual stimulus [44] . In children with ASD, it is suggested that sensory integration differs from TD individuals [8, 14, 24, 25] . We found in this experiment that the age of the participants with ASD did not impact the strength of the postural coupling with the visual stimulus, differently to TD individuals. Similarly to TD individuals, children with ASD had more variability in the displacement of their CoP in comparison to adults with ASD.
We also observed a great variability in our participants' postural behavior. In our results, we found three groups with different sensory integration among our participants. As in Refs. [46] and [47] , we found in our participants individuals(mixing children and adults) with a weak proprioceptive integration and strong visual dependency. In Ref. [46] , the authors found an impairment of the proprioception input in autism: children with ASD used more visual cues to reduce sway and maintain balance. In Ref. [47] , the authors found that unlikely to typically developed individuals, individuals with ASD have an impaired proprioception development. Their sensory motor signal appears to remain at the kinesthetic stage of typically developed 3-4 years old children and have to rely on visual inputs. They also conjectured that the impaired proprioception of physical micromovements of the individuals with ASD impedes as well their visual perception of micromovements in others during real-time interactions, impairing their abilities to interact with people. And, as in Refs. [8] and [25] , we found in our participants individuals relying more on proprioceptive inputs and weak visual dependency.
With these results and our hypothesis H1, we are able to make assumptions on the behaviors that each individual will have during human-robot interaction sessions. Therefore, we posit that individuals from group G1 will have less successful social interactions than the ones from groups G2 and G3, and that individuals from group G3 will have the most successful social interactions.
Greetings with Nao
Objectives
A first analysis of the behavior of the participants toward the Nao robot was conducted. Nao is a minihumanoid robot, developed by SoftBank Robotics (former Aldebaran Robotics). The purpose of the interaction was to present the robot to the children and adults with ASD for a short duration (up to 2 minutes). Indeed, some of the individuals with ASD are reluctant to unusual events and changes in their daily routine. The robot was smoothly introduced so as to avoid fear toward the robot. In addition, in Ref. [48] , the authors observed that children who saw the robot act in a social-communicative way and were more likely to follow its gaze than those who did not. Hence, we believe that introducing them smoothly the robot as a social partner by showing them the Nao robot in the context of a short greeting task may help the participants to interact with the robot in further experiments.
We also wanted to verify that the behavior of our participants was linked to their proprioceptive and visual profiles as described in Section 4. To do so, we video analyzed the interaction with Nao robot and annotated our participants' social behavior following the items described in Table 3 .
Method
The scenario of this first interaction with the robot was in two phases. First, the greetings: the participant was seated in front of the robot and Nao said "Hello, I am Nao. You and I, we are going to be friends" while waving to him/her (Figure 9) . Then, if the participant was verbal, the robot asked his/her name, and repeated it. Second, the dance: the robot asked if the participant wanted it to dance, and then danced (Figure 10) . During the interaction with the robot, all participants were with their caregiver. The caregivers were instructed to encourage the participants to look and answer to the robot.
Smiles, laughter
Speech to Nao by his/her initiative Speech to Nao after being encouraged by his/her caregiver Social gesture toward Nao (waving back)
Gaze of the participant toward:
1. The robot 2. His/her caregiver 3. Other (somewhere else) Table 3 . Description of the tracked social behaviors. 
Data analysis
We analyzed the videos of the interaction with the robot and observed the parameters described in Table 3 for each participant. A first coder (first author) annotated all of the videos of the interaction. A second coder, unaware of the hypotheses of the setup, annotated a 21% of the videos, randomly selected. The intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) was used to ensure intercoder reliability. The ICC score was of 0.99, indicating a very good reliability.
AD3 was removed from the statistical analysis as he was becoming more withdrawn from social interaction since few weeks, and unwilling to participate into the tasks. CH5 was removed from the statistical analysis on speech data as this participant is nonverbal. For the gaze and smile behavior analyses, we performed a one-way ANOVA among the groups. We performed Fisher's exact test on the speech and gesture behaviors. The significance threshold was set to p < 0.05. We used Statistica version 13 to perform the analyses.
Results
The participants' behaviors are described in Tables 4 and 5 . Overall, except from AD6 (G1) and AD3 (G2), participants from all groups looked more than 60% of the time to the robot. No statistical evidence was found about the gazing behavior of our participants and its relations with the groups. However, we can still observe in Figure 11 the frequency/percentage distribution of the participants' gaze toward the robots among the groups. Participants from group G3 appeared to show more interest (gaze more frequently) toward the robot than the two other groups, and participants from group G1 appeared to display fewer gaze toward the robot than the two other groups. Participants from all groups smiled during the interaction. No statistical evidence was found on smiling behavior and groups. However, we can still notice in Figure 11 that participants from group G1 appeared to smile more than participants from groups G2 and G3. The number of participants speaking to Nao by their own initiative was significantly different among groups (p < 0.05). Only one participant out of seven from group G1 responded by its own initiative to the robot, when five out of six participants from group G2 and three out of four participants from group G3 spoke to Nao by their own initiative. We can see that participants CH8, CH11, and AD2 from group G1 were the only participants not to respond to the robot with or without encouragement. No statistical evidence was found between social gesture and groups. However, we observed that participants from group G1 did not show social gesture toward the robot, but two participants from group G2 and two participants from group G3 did. 
Conclusion
The presentation of the Nao robot to the ASD participants permitted us to introduce it as a social partner. Most of the participants answered to it and some showed social gesture toward it. This introduction to the robot may help the participants to interact easier with the robot in further experiments, as found in Ref. [48] . We also removed the "surprise" and "novelty" effect of the robot. Some participants showed to be slightly afraid and impressed by the robot. These participants seemed to be reassured at the end of the interaction. Participants showed numerous smiles, and looked toward the robot a great amount of time. The statistical analysis only showed a relation between the participants' groups and their answer to Nao, when initi-
He was really amazed by the robot, and switched his gaze to his caregiver to show his amazement G1 CH5 Her caregiver was really impressed of the concentration she showed for the robot
His caregiver was impressed that he looked that much the robot.
G1
AD2
She was more talking and looking at the caregiver than to Nao but was enthusiast to participate to the task G1 AD4 She was really amazed by the robot and the task was corresponding of one of her routine: asking the name of the person near her
He was really excited and impressed to see the robot (this boy asked to participate to the project) G2 CH7 First, he was impressed by the robot and stand back. He finally approached it and gave it a kiss at the end of the interaction G2 CH9 She was impressed by the robot and stand back. She moved several time across the room, without giving that much attention to the robot
She was scared of the robot when its arms were moving toward her
G2 AD3
It has been reported that he was more withdrawn since few weeks, and unwilling to participate to tasks G3 CH2 -
G3
CH6
He was particularly enthusiast to see the robot moving and talking to him (saying his name, waving)
G3
AD5
He showed some reluctance toward the robot, by saying "we should put it in the garbage"
G3 AD7
He was reported by his caregiver by being really shy toward new things Table 5 . Descriptive comments on the behavior of the participants during the interaction.
Proprioceptive and Kinematic Profiles for Customized Human-Robot Interaction for People Suffering from Autism http://dx.doi.org/10.5772/67339ated by their own. Participants from group G3 showed more free speech to Nao than the two other groups, and participants from group G1 showed less free speech than the others. Still, we can observe that the participants from group G3 appeared to show more gaze at the robot and social gesture than participants from group G1, and that participants from group G1 showed fewer gazes to the robot and social gesture than participants from groups G2 and G3. However, participants from G1 appeared to show more smiles than participants from groups G2 and G3. Unfortunately, this first experiment did not permit us to validate that the behavior of the participants was linked to their proprioceptive and visual profiles. However, we have some encouraging results going in the direction of our hypothesis.
General conclusion and discussion
The long-term goal of our work is to define individual profiles in order to develop a new personalized robot-based social interaction for individual with ASD. We hypothesized that hyporeactivity to visual motion and an overreliance on proprioceptive information would be linked to difficulties in integrating social cues and in engaging in successful interactions. We worked with 19 children, teenagers, and adults with ASD from three care facilities.
Our first experiment enabled us to form three groups between our participants, describing each participant's response to visual and proprioceptive inputs. Based on our hypothesis, Figure 11 . Plot of the percentage of participants' gaze toward the robot and smiles.
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we made assumptions on the behaviors each individual will have during the human-robot interaction sessions. With these results and our hypothesis H1, we were able to make assumptions on the behaviors that each individual will have during human-robot interaction sessions. Therefore, we posit that individuals from group G1 will have less successful interactions than the ones from groups G2 and G3, and that individuals from group G3 will have the most successful interactions.
A first interaction with the robot was conducted. The robot Nao was presented to our 19 participants. The purpose of this experiment was to present the robot Nao as a social companion and to avoid fear or stress toward the robot in future experiment. We did not observe a direct link between the behavior of the participants toward the robot and their proprioceptive and visual profiles, but we still found encouraging results going in the direction of our hypothesis.
As it was already seen in SAR almost all of our participants (children, teenagers, and adults) showed great interest to their new mechanical companion.
Defining such individual profiles prior to social interactions with a robot could provide promising strategies for designing successful and adapted HRI for individuals with ASD. The behavior of our participants toward emotion recognition [49] and joint attention [50] has already been studied. We are currently planning to investigate these issues in repetitive interaction involving imitation, where the behavior of the robot is adapted to the profile of the participants. 
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